Abstract. In this article, we prove L p estimates for a general maximal operator, which extend both the classical Coifman-Meyer and Carleson-Hunt theorems in harmonic analysis.
Introduction.
This article is the first in a series of papers whose aim is to present several generalizations of the celebrated Carleson-Hunt theorem in Fourier analysis.
The maximal Carleson operator is the sub-linear operator defined by
where f is a Schwartz function on R and the Fourier transform is defined by
The following result of Carleson and Hunt [1] , [8] is a classical theorem in Fourier analysis.
THEOREM 1.1. The operator C maps L p → L p boundedly, for every 1 < p < ∞.
This statement, in the particular weak type L 2 → L 2,∞ special case, was the main ingredient in the proof of Carleson's fameous theorem which states that the Fourier series of a function in L 2 (R/Z) converges pointwise almost everywhere.
For n ≥ 1, let now consider m ( = m(ξ)) in L ∞ (R n ) a bounded function, smooth away from the origin and satisfying
|∂
α m(ξ)| 1 |ξ| |α| (3) for sufficiently many multi-indices α. Denote by T m the n-linear operator defined by T m ( f 1 , . . . , f n )(x) := R n m(ξ) f 1 (ξ 1 ) · · · f n (ξ n )e 2πix(ξ 1 +···+ξn) dξ (4) where f 1 , . . . , f n are Schwartz functions on the real line R. The following statement of Coifman and Meyer [2] , [9] , [7] is also a classical theorem in analysis. where as before f 1 , . . . , f n are Schwartz functions on R.
The purpose of the present paper is to study the L p boundedness properties of this Carleson type operator C m . Our main theorem is the following. To motivate the introduction of this operator, we should mention that a simplified variant of it appeared recently in connection to the so called bi-Carleson operator studied in [17] and [23] . This is the operator defined by the following formula T( f 1 , f 2 )(x) := sup N∈R ξ 1 <ξ 2 <N f 1 (ξ 1 ) f 2 (ξ 2 )e 2πix(ξ 1 +ξ 2 ) dξ 1 dξ 2 (6) and the following estimates are known about it [17] , [23] . In [23] , the authors decomposed the symbol m(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) as m(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) = u(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) + v(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) + w(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) where u(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) was a symbol singular only along ξ 2 = 0, v(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) was a symbol singular only along ξ 1 = ξ 2 , while w(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) was a symbol singular only at the origin and satisfying (3) . Consequently, the operator T could be estimated by a sum of three distinct operators U + V + W, each corresponding to the symbols u, v and w respectively. In [17] , [23] the operators U and V have been studied carefully, while the estimates for W followed from the main Theorem 1.3 of this paper (in fact, the operator W is simpler than C m in (5) since the translations in (7) are made only along the line ξ 1 = ξ 2 and not in the whole plane R 2 ).
For the simplicity of our exposition and also for the reader's convenience we chose to present the proof of our main Theorem 1.3 in the particular case n = 2. However, it will be clear from the proof that its extension to the n-sub-linear case is straightforward. While the current article is essentially selfcontained, we adopt the same strategy as in [22] , [23] and will mark as "standard" any results that are well understood by now in this framework, as in [1] , [3] , [5] , [11] , [13] , [22] , [23] , [26] , etc. Clearly, by construction,m is a bounded symbol, smooth away from the origin and satisfying (3) . Also, things can be arranged so that |m(ξ 1 , ξ 2 )| ≥ c 0 > 0 for every (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) ∈ R 2 where c 0 is a universal constant. Thism should be understood as being essentially a decomposition of unity in frequency space, into a series of smooth functions supported on rectangular annuli.
Then, we write m(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) as
and observe thatm(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) has the same properties as m(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ). Fix now j 1 , j 2 with max (| j 1 |, | j 2 |) = M and k ∈ R. By taking advantage of the fact thatm satisfies (3), one can write it on the support of
as a double Fourier series and this allows us to decompose the corresponding inner term in (10) as 2 −k ξ 2 (11) where (12) for every n 1 , n 2 ∈ Z, uniformly for k ∈ R.
The following Lemma will play a crucial role in our further decomposition: 
Since it is very easy to observe that
is a number between c 1 and 2 where c 1 > 0 is a universal constant, the claim follows.
Then, one can define the function Φ left
λ left (ξ) (18) and this equality shows that Φ left I is indeed a bump adapted to I. To verify the support condition, since Φ left I * λ left = Φ I , it follows that
for every x ≥ b I . Differentiating (19) with respect to x, we obtain that (20) for every x ≥ b I . By iterating (20) several times, we obtain that for each x ≥ b I and n ∈ N we have
It is not difficult to see that the right hand side of (21) goes to zero as n goes to infinity since α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ (1, 1 + #) and Φ left I is a bump adapted to I and this proves the support condition. A similar argument works to treat the λ right , Φ (22) and
Moreover, they have the additional properties that supp Φ left 
Moreover, they have the additional properties that supp Φ left,n I k
Coming back to our previous formula (11) , let us now consider as there a generic term of the form 
In particular, this allows us to decompose the term in (28) as
Fix now l and α and rewrite the corresponding inner integral in (29) in the form
where ω α,k and ω
If ω is any other interval of the same length α2 k , then clearly there exists a real number t 0 such that ω j+l α,k +t 0 = ω and we will denote by m n ω the corresponding translated function defined by the formula
for any t ∈ R. We shall also denote by D α k the collection of all intervals of the form [α2 k l , α2 k (l + 1)] for some l ∈ Z. Then, we observe that (30) is also equal to
where for a given ω ∈ D α k , ω l+j denotes the interval ω l+j := ω + (l + j)|ω|. On the other hand, by using (31), is is easy to observe that for a fixed ξ ∈ R, the function
is a periodic function of period α2 k . In particular, this implies that the term in (32) is also equal to
for every L ∈ N. We will denote from now on the limit as L → ∞ of the expression in (34) by
and this essentially completes our desired decomposition.
If j was negative in (26) then, we would have had to apply the "left variant" of Corollary 3.3 instead.
To summarize, we managed to write our symbol m(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) as
where each m j 1 ,j 2 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) is of the form
and where m
The advantage of such a decomposition is that it is very well adapted to arbitrary translations in the plane. More precisely, for N = (N 1 , N 2 ) ∈ R 2 one can write
where in general, D α,t k denotes the set of all intervals of the form ω − t with ω ∈ D α k . As a consequence of our decomposition (36)-(41) our maximal operator C m ( f 1 , f 2 )(x) can be estimated by
is the maximal operator defined by the formula (5) for the case of the symbol m
Clearly, to prove our main theorem, it is enough to prove the inequality
To avoid unnecessary technical complications, we are only going to prove that the operator C j 1 ,j 2 0,0,0,0 satisfies the desired estimates, but it will be clear from the proof we shall present that the same arguments give the general inequality (44).
We will therefore concentrate our attention on the operator C j 1 ,j 2 0,0,0,0 , from now on.
Restricted type estimates.
The purpose of this section is to review the interpolation theory from [18] which allows us to reduce the estimates in Theorem 1.3 to certain "restricted type estimates". Roughly speaking, we will see that it is enough to prove our desired estimates in the particular case when all the functions involved are characteristic functions of measurable sets.
Consider now j 1 , j 2 integers so that max (| j 1 |, | j 2 |) = M and to fix the case assume from now on that both j 1 and j 2 are positive (all the other cases can be treated in the same way).
Then, we linearize our operator C j 1 ,j 2 0,0,0,0 in (44) as
To prove the L p estimates on C j 1 ,j 2 0,0,0,0 , it is convenient to use duality and introduce the trilinear form Λ j 1 ,j 2 via the formula
For p < 1 this duality does no longer hold, however the interpolation arguments in [18] will allow us to replace it with certain restricted type estimates on Λ j 1 ,j 2 . As in [18] , we find it more convenient to work with the quantities α 1 = We recall now the following definitions which have been introduced in [18] .
and there is at most one index j such that α j < 0. We call an index i good if α i ≥ 0, and we call it bad if α i < 0. A good tuple is an admissible tuple without bad index, a bad tuple is an admissible tuple with only one bad index.
Definition 4.2. Let E, E be sets of finite measure. We say that E is a major
If E is a set of finite measure, we denote by X(E) the space of all measurable complex-valued functions f supported on E and such that f ∞ ≤ 1.
is an admissible bad tuple with bad index j, we say that our 3-linear form Λ j 1 ,j 2 is of restricted type α if for every sequence E 1 , E 2 , E 3 of subsets of R with finite measure, there exists a major subset E j of E j such that
, where we adopt the convention E i = E i for good indices i, and |E| α is a shorthand for
is an admissible good tuple, we say that the 3-linear form Λ j 1 ,j 2 is of restricted type α if there exists j such that for every sequence E 1 , E 2 , E 3 of subsets of R with finite measure, there exists a major subset E j of E j such that
, where this time we adopt the convention
Let us consider now the 2-dimensional affine hyperplane
The points A 1 , A 2 , A 3 and B 1 , B 2 , B 3 belong to S and have the following coordinates:
The following restricted type estimates will be proved directly. To do this, as in [18] , [22] , [23] , one just has to apply exactly as in [18] , the multilinear Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem in the case of good tuples and Lemma 3.1 in [18] in the case of bad tuples.
In other words, we have proved that our main Theorem 1.3 can be reduced to Theorem 4.5. It thus remains to only prove Theorem 4.5.
5.
A discretized model. The main task of the present section is to reduce Theorem 4.5 to a discretized variant of it. We first introduce more notations.
Let j 1 , j 2 as before,
we denote by P j 1 ,j 2 α 1 ,α 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 ,κ,k the set of all 4 -tuples of the form P = (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ) where P i are tiles defined by P i := I P ×ω P i with I P ∈ D 0,0
k+κ for i = 2, 4. Moreover, they also have the important property that ω P 3 . It is given by the formula
k+κ . We fix all these parameters and fix also k, ω 1 , ω 2 . The corresponding multiplier, is given by the expression
and as a consequence, the trilinear form associated to it has the formula 2 . Then, formula (51) can also be written as
By using Plancherel, this is equal to
for i = 1, 2 and
We can rewrite this as
where P ranges over all vector-tiles of dimension 4 having the property that
and x P is the center of I P . As a consequence of these computations, it follows that the bilinear operator T
can be written as an average over parameters
and in particular this means that the linearized operator C j 1 ,j 2 0,0,0,0 can be written as an average over the same parameters of expressions of the form
Now it is clear that to prove our claim one should simply integrate the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 over all the above parameters using the uniformity assumptions of that theorem. The finiteness condition on P j 1 ,j 2 α 1 ,α 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 ,κ can be easily removed by a standard limiting argument.
Trees and vector-trees.
The standard approach to prove our desired estimates on the form Λ P j 1 ,j 2 α 1 ,α 2 ,t 1 ,t 1 ,κ is to organize our fixed collection of vectortiles of dimension 4 into vector-trees. To define them rigorously we need to recall some ordering relations between tiles as in [3] , [12] , [18] .
Let α ∈ (1, 1+#), t ∈ R and κ ∈ [0, 1]. We will denote by P α,t the set defined by
of all tiles P = I P × ω P . Definition 6.1. Let P, P be tiles in P α,t . We define the ordering < and write P < P if I P I P and 3ω P ⊆ 3ω P and P ≤ P if P < P or P = P. We also write P P if I P I P and 3Mω P ⊆ 3Mω P . Finally, we also write P P if P P and P ≤ P. We will sometime also use the classical C. Fefferman's ordering [3] and write P < c P if I P I P and ω P ⊆ ω P .
Definition 6.2. Let P α,t ⊆ P α,t be an arbitrary collection of tiles and let P 0 ∈ P α,t be a fixed tile. A collection T ⊆ P α,t is called a tree with top P 0 if and only if P ≤ P 0 (58) for all P ∈ T. We write I T for I P 0 . Note that the tree T does not necessarily contain its top P 0 .
Similarly, a collection T ⊆ P α,t is called a lacunary tree with top P 0 if and only if
Definition 6.3. Two trees T and T are said to be strongly disjoint if and only if (a) P = P for all P ∈ T and P ∈ T . (b) Whenever P ∈ T and P ∈ T are such that 3ω P ∩ 3ω P = ∅ then, one has I P ∩ I T = ∅ and similarly with T and T reversed. Definition 6.4. An arbitrary collection of tiles P α,t is called sparse if and only if for any two tiles P, P ∈ P α,t we have |ω P | < |ω P | implies 2M|ω P | < |ω P | and |ω P | = |ω P | implies Mω P ∩ Mω P = ∅.
It is very easy to observe that any given collection of tiles can be written as an O(M 2 ) disjoint union of sparse collections of tiles. From now on, we will assume throughout the paper that all our collections of tiles are sparse. Definition 6.5. Let j 1 , j 2 , α 1 , α 2 , t 1 , t 2 , κ be as before and let P j 1 ,j 2 α 1 ,α 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 ,κ ⊆ P j 1 ,j 2 α 1 ,α 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 ,κ be an arbitrary collection of vector-tiles of dimension 4 associated to them. A collection T ⊆ P j 1 ,j 2 α 1 ,α 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 ,κ is called a vector-tree of dimension 4 if and only if for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 the projected collection
is a tree of tiles (lacunary or not).
From now on, for the simplicity of our notation we will omit the indices j 1 , j 2 , α 1 , α 2 , t 1 , t 2 , κ and simply write P ⊆ P instead of P j 1 ,j 2 α 1 ,α 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 ,κ ⊆ P j 1 ,j 2 α 1 ,α 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 ,κ . Definition 6.6. Let P ⊆ P as before and denote by P 3,4 ⊆ P 3,4 the sets of projected vector-tiles of dimension 2 defined by P 3,4 := {(P 3 , P 4 ): P = (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ) ∈ P} and P 3,4 := {(P 3 , P 4 ): P = (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ) ∈ P}.
A collection T ⊆ P 3,4 is called a vector-tree of dimension 2 if and only if for each i = 3, 4 the projected collection
Sizes and energies.
The standard way to estimate our trilinear form Λ P , is to do so by introducing some "sizes" and "energies" well adapted to our given collection of vector-tiles. The first have been considered in [22] . Definition 7.1. Let P ⊆ P be as usual and 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. We denote by P i the set of all distinct tiles P i where P = (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ) ⊆ P. Then, for every function f i we define the size of it by
where the suppremum is taken over all lacunary trees T ⊆ P i . We also define the energy of the function f i by
where D ranges over all collections of strongly disjoint lacunary trees in P i such that
for all T ∈ D and
for all lacunary subtrees T ⊆ T.
Clearly, the sizes are phase-space variants of the BMO norm of f i , while the energies are phase-space variants of the L 2 norm of f i , for i = 1, 2.
The following John-Nirenberg type inequality is also true [18] . LEMMA 7.2. If P and P i , i = 1, 2 are as before, then
where again, T ranges over all lacunary trees in P i .
We now need sizes and energies to take care of our third function f 3 . They are defined as follows. Definition 7.3. Let P ⊆ P be an arbitrary set of vector-tiles of dimension 4 and P 3,4 ⊆ P 3,4 be the corresponding set of vector-tiles of dimension 2. We define the size of the function f 3 by size 3, P 3,4 ( f 3 ) := sup
where P 3,4 ( P) is the set of all P ∈ P 3,4 having the property that I P I P and also that
We will also use the "easy" variant of this size, defined by the formula size 3,e, P 3,4 ( f 3 ) := sup
We also define the energy of f 3 by energy 3, P 3,4 ( f 3 ) := 
where D ranges over all collections of vector-tiles of dimension 2 P ∈ P 3,4 for which there exists P ∈ P 3,4 with P ∈ P 3,4 ( P), having the property that their corresponding parallelepipeds I P ×(ω P 3 +m 1 |ω P 3 |)×(ω P 4 +m 2 |ω P 4 |) are all disjoint in R 3 and such that
where C > 0 in the above is a big constant which may vary from time to time depending on which L p estimates we are proving.
The following general Proposition will play an important role in our estimates. PROPOSITION 7.4. Let P ⊆ P be a finite collection of vector-tiles of dimension 4 and let f 1 , f 2 , f 3 be fixed functions. Then,
for any 0 < a, b < 1 with a + 2b = 1, with the implicit constants depending on a, b, M. Moreover, if for any P, P ∈ P 3,4 with |I P | = |I P |one has I P ∩ I P = ∅, then the inequality (65) holds even if one replaces size 3, P 3,4 ( f 3 ) with the smaller quantity size 3,e, P 3,4 ( f 3 ).
Upper bounds for sizes and energies.
The proof of Proposition 7.4 will be postponed for a while. Until then, we will take advantage of it. Clearly, in order to be able to use this Proposition 7.4 effectively, we need some estimates on sizes and energies. The following two Lemmas have been proven in [18] , [22] . LEMMA 8.1. Let P be an arbitrary collection of vector-tiles of dimension 4 and f i ∈ L 2 (R) for i = 1, 2. Then, we have 
for i = 1, 2 and any C > 0 with the implicit constant depending on C.
The following Lemma follows immediately from Definition 7.3. LEMMA 8.3. Let P 3,4 ⊆ P 3,4 be as in Definition 7.3, E 3 be a set with finite measure and f 3 ∈ X(E 3 ). Then,
and similarly, size 3,e, P 3,4 ( f 3 ) sup
where C > 0 is the same constant which appeared in Definition 7.3. Fix now n and D so that the suppremum is attained in the definition of energy m 1 ,m 2 3, P 3, 4 . Then, we can write
Since we also know that the corresponding parallelepipeds I P × (ω P 3 + m 1 |ω P 3 |) × (ω P 4 + m 2 |ω P 4 |) are all disjoint in R 3 , the claim follows from an argument similar to the one used in Proposition 3.1 in [14] .
9. Proof of Theorem 5.1 near the vertex A 1 . Fix P a finite collection of vector-tiles of dimension 4 as usual. We will show that the trilinear form Λ P is of restricted type α for admissible 3-tuples (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) arbitrarily close to A 1 , so that their bad index is 3.
Fix α as above with α 1 = α 2 and let E 1 , E 2 , E 3 be sets of finite measure. By scaling invariance, we can assume that |E 3 | = 1. We therefore need to find a major set E 3 ⊆ E 3 so that
Define the exceptional set Ω by
where M is the classical Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator [24] . Clearly, |Ω| < 1/2 if C is a sufficiently large constant. Then if we set E 3 := E 3 \ Ω, E 3 is a major subset of E 3 . Let then f j ∈ X(E j ) for j = 1, 2, 3 and decompose the set P as
where P d is the set of all P ∈ P having the property that
From the definition of Ω we have
for j = 1, 2 whenever P ∈ P d and also
whenever P ∈ P d where C > is an arbitrarily big constant. If 0 ≤ d ≤ 5, it follows from Lemmas 8.1-8.4 that
and also that
Similarly, for d ≥ 5 using the same Lemmas we obtain
for any big number C > 0, while the energies satisfy the same bounds as before.
Since the vector-tiles in P d (for d ≥ 5) have the property that P, P ∈ P with |I P | = |I P | implies I P ∩ I P = ∅, it follows from Proposition 7.4 that
where a and b are as in Proposition 7.4. Now if we pick a close to 1 so that 1/2 + a/2 = α 1 , we have to define b by b := (1 − a)/2 and if we then choose C big enough the expression above becomes |E 1 | α 1 |E 2 | α 2 which is the desired (71). A 2 and A 3 . Fix P a finite collection of vector-tiles of dimension 4 and let α an admissible 3-tuple arbitrarily close to A 2 with α 3 = 1 so that the bad index is 1 (the case of A 3 is similar, by the symmetry of the form).
Proof of Theorem 5.1 near the vertices
Let now E 1 , E 2 , E 3 be sets of finite measure. By scaling invariance, we can assume that |E 1 | = 1. We then need to find a major subset E 1 ⊆ E 1 so that
for all functions
Define as before the exceptional set Ω by
where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator and observe that |Ω| < 1/2 if C is a sufficiently large constant. Then if we set
Decompose again the set P as
for j = 2, 3 whenever P ∈ P d and also
whenever P ∈ P d where C > is an arbitrarily big constant. As before if 0 ≤ d ≤ 5, it follows from Lemmas 8.1 − 8.4 that
for any big number C > 0, while the energies satisfy the same bounds as before. It follows again from Proposition 7.4 that
where a and b are as in Proposition 7.4. Now if we pick a close to 1 so that 1/2 + a/2 = α 2 , we have to define b by b := (1 − a)/2 and if we then choose C big enough the expression above becomes |E 2 | α 2 |E 3 | and this completes the proof.
Phase space decompositions.
In order to complete our estimates, it remains to prove Proposition 7.4. This will be accomplished with the help of certain combinatorial Lemmas. The first one is standard and it appeared in [23] .
LEMMA 11.1. Let j = 1, 2, n ∈ Z, P j ⊆ P j be collection of tiles, f 1 , f 2 be two functions and suppose that
Then, we can decompose P j as P j = P j ∪ P j such that
and P j can be written as a disjoint union of trees in T j such that
By iterating this Lemma 11.1 one obtains (see again [23] ).
COROLLARY 11.2. With the same notations as in Lemma 11.1, there exists a partition
where for each n ∈ Z one has
Also, we can cover P n j by a collection T n j of trees such that
We will also need LEMMA 11.3. Let P 3,4 ⊆ P 3,4 be collections of vector-tiles of dimension 2, f 3 be a function and suppose that
Then, we can decompose P 3,4 as P 3,4 = P 3,4 ∪ P 3,4 such that
−n−1 energy 3, P 3,4 ( f 3 ) (74) and P 3,4 can be written as a disjoint union of trees T 3,4 such that
Moreover, if for any P, P ∈ P 3,4 with |I P | = |I P | one has I P ∩ I P = ∅, then the above statement holds even if one replaces "size 3 . . ." with the smaller quantity "size 3,e . . .".
Proof. First, we consider all the one vector-tile collections { P} with P ∈ P 3,4 , having the property that
From Definition 7.3 it follows that for each such a P, there exists P ∈ P 3,4 ( P)
Clearly, for any such a P there exist two indices 0 ≤ m 1 ( P ) ≤ j 1 and 0 ≤ m 2 ( P ) ≤ j 2 so that
Now for any fixed indices 0 ≤ m 1 ≤ j 1 and 0 ≤ m 2 ≤ j 2 we denote by P 3,4 (m 1 , m 2 ) the set of all P as above with the property that m 1 ( P ) = m 1 and m 2 ( P ) = m 2 . We then introduce an ordering < c m 1 ,m 2 on P 3,4 (m 1 , m 2 ) and write P < c m 1 ,m 2 P if and only if
and
where < c is C.Fefferman's classical ordering between tiles defined in Definition 6.1. Denote by P max 3,4 (m 1 , m 2 ) the set of all P ∈ P 3,4 (m 1 , m 2 ) which are maximal with respect to this ordering < c m 1 ,m 2 defined before. Fix a generic P ∈ P max 3,4 (m 1 , m 2 ) and consider now all the vector-tiles P ∈ P 3, 4 with the property that contains all the vector-tiles P satisfying (79), (80), (81) which have also the additional property that
It is easy to see that all this collections T s 1 ,s 2 P are vector-trees T of dimension 2, for which
Also, by construction, it follows that all the P's satisfying (76) have been selected this way. We collect now all these vector-trees into a set named P 3,4 and it is easy to observe that if we set P 3,4 := P 3,4 \ P 3,4 , then (74) where for each n ∈ Z one has size 3, P n 3, 4 ≤ min (2 −n energy 3, P 3,4 , size 3, P 3,4 ).
Also, we can cover P n 3,4 by a collection T n 3,4 of trees such that
Fix now a finite collection of vector-tiles of dimension 4 P ⊆ P and f 1 , f 2 , f 3 three functions. Consider also its projected collections P 1 , P 2 and P 3, 4 . Pick now P ∈ P arbitrary. By using Corollaries 11.2 and 11.4, there exist n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ∈ Z and trees T 1 ∈ T n 1 1 , T 2 ∈ T n 2 2 and T 3,4 ∈ T n 3 3,4 so that P 1 ∈ T 1 , P 2 ∈ T 2 and (P 3 , P 4 ) ∈ T 3,4 . Then, consider all the other vector-tiles P ∈ P having the same property that P 1 ∈ T 1 , P 2 ∈ T 2 and (P 3 , P 4 ) ∈ T 3,4 . Clearly, they form a vectortree of dimension 4 and as a consequence, our initial collection P can be written as a disjoint union of such trees T. To estimate our trilinear form, the standard way is to first understand the contribution of a single tree. This is the scope of the next Lemma.
LEMMA 11.5. Let T be one of the vector-trees constructed before. Then,
The proof of this important Lemma wil be presented later on. In the meantime we will take it for granted in order to complete the proof of Proposition 7.4.
Proof of Proposition 7.4.
We denote, for simplicity, by S 1 , S 2 , S 3 and E 1 , E 2 , E 3 the three sizes and energies which appear in the inequality (65). Then, by using the Corollaries 11.2 and 11.4 and also Lemma 11.5, we can write
where T n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 is the set of all vector-trees T described at the end of the previous section and the summation goes over the indices n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ∈ Z having the property that
for j = 1, 2, 3. Let us now recall the fact that there are actually two degrees of freedom in our vector-tiles of dimension 4 P = (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ), since once we fix the tiles P 1 and P 2 then P 3 and P 4 are uniquely determined and viceversa. As a consequence of this fact, it is not difficult to observe that T∈ Tn 1 ,n 2 ,n 3
and also that T∈ Tn 1 ,n 2 ,n 3
In particular, using the same Corollaries, it follows that T∈ Tn 1 ,n 2 ,n 3
and this implies that T∈ Tn 1 ,n 2 ,n 3
for any a , b ∈ [0, 1] with a + b = 1. Using (88) in (85) we estimate our trilinear form by
if we assume that a < 1/2 and b < 1 and use the constraints (86). Now we just have to define a := 1 − 2a and b := 1 − b and to observe that a + 2b = 1, in order to complete the proof.
13. Proof of Lemma 11.5. We are left with proving Lemma 11.5. Fix T a vector-tree of dimension 4 as there and denote by I T : I T 1 ∩ I T 2 ∩ I T 3 ∩ I T 4 . Clearly, any P ∈ T has the property that I P ⊆ I T .
Consider now J the collection of all dyadic intervals J ⊆ R having the property that 3J does not contain any I P for P ∈ T and that J is maximal with this property. Clearly, all this intervals J ∈ J are disjoint and their union is the whole real line R. We also observe that if J ∈ J satisfies J ∩ 3I T = ∅, then J ⊆ 3I T and moreover, if J ⊆ (3I T ) c and P ∈ T, then one has |I P | ≤ |J|. As a consequence of these, we can write
To be accurate, we should mention that the functions Φ P which appear in the above expressions, are in fact complex conjugates of the previous functions Φ P , considered in (48).
Term II can be viewed as an error term and can be estimated by
for any positive integer m. Then, the above expression can be further estimated by
= size 1,
It remains to estimate term I in (89). At this moment, let us recall from the proof of Lemma 11.3 that we may assume that the projected vector-tree of dimension 2 T 3,4 , is "of type (s 1 , s 2 )" with top P T = (P T,3 , P T,4 ), meaning that the frequency intervals (ω P 3 + s 1 |ω P 3 |) P∈ T all contain the top frequency ω P T, 3 and also that the intervals (ω P 4 + s 2 |ω P 4 |) P∈ T all contain the top frequency ω P T, 4 . Recall also that 0 ≤ s 1 ≤ j 1 and 0 ≤ s 2 ≤ j 2 and that max ( j 1 , j 2 ) = M and we will assume from this point on that j 2 = M (the other situation being of course, similar). We have several cases. Case 1: s 1 ≥ 2 or s 2 ≥ 2. In this case, either the intervals (ω P 3 ) P∈ T or (ω P 4 ) P∈ T are all disjoint for different scales and we can write
|I P | 1/2 f 1 , Φ P 1 f 2 , Φ P 2 Φ P χ {x: N 1 (x)∈ω P 3 } χ {x: N 2 (x)∈ω P 4 } f 3 (x) dx := I 1 + I 2 .
Term I 2 can be estimated using the same argument we used when estimating and it is enough to discuss I 1 only, I 2 being similar. This time, we also know that the intervals (ω P 2 ) P∈ T are disjoint for different scales, while (ω P 1 ) P∈ T may intersect each other. As a consequence, it is easy to see that the frequency intervals of the functions Φ P given by supp Φ P are all disjoint for different scales. Using this fact, an argument similar to the one in [14] and [3] 
